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At the present time music not only serves to amuse but to be a communication media. Music has evolved into many genre of one of them is metalcore. metalcore became popular in underground bandar lampung lately. Metalcore have a symbols as a research there is lyric, music and stage act, so the formulation of problems in this research is what the meaning of music metalcore genre symbol? research is aimed to know the music metalcore genre symbols and meanings especially in Bandar Lampung. Type of research used in this research is qualitative descriptive. While the collecting technique data on this research using interview techniques to figure out the symbols on kill the genius band in Bandar lampung as a metalcore band.

Based on research and discussion obtained conclusion that metalcore of Kill The Genius symbols obtained from vocal: 1) clean 2) scream 3) growl, guitar: 1) deep 2) up down 3) breakdown and drum: 1) blast 2) punk 3) double pedal 4) breakdown and had impression on each techniques. Stage act of Kill The Genius are 1) headbang 2) crab 3) step to 4) mic grabbing 5) moshing 6) apearance transition had symbols and impressions on each stage act.
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